The FKPP equation with a variable growth rate and advection by an incompressible velocity field is considered as a model for plankton dispersed by ocean currents. If the average growth rate is negative then the model has a survival-extinction transition; the location of this transition in the parameter space is constrained using variational arguments and delimited by simulations. The statistical steady state reached when the system is in the survival region of parameter space is characterized by integral constraints and upper and lower bounds on the biomass and productivity that follow from variational arguments and direct inequalities. In the limit of zero-decorrelation time the velocity field is shown to act as Fickian diffusion with an eddy diffusivity much larger than the molecular diffusivity and this allows a one-dimensional model to predict the biomass, productivity and extinction transitions. All results are illustrated with a simple growth and stirring model.
I. INTRODUCTION
Fisher [1] and Kolmogorov, Petrovskii and Piskunov [2] introduced a partial differential equation, now called the FKPP equation, modelling the spread via diffusion of an advantageous gene through a dispersed population. Skellam [3] applied the FKPP equation to the change in abundance of organisms in space and time. Oceanographic applications, particularly the dynamics of plankton populations, motivate extending the FKPP model by inclusion of an incompressible velocity u(x, t). Thus the FKPP equation considered here is
where P (x, t) is the concentration of phytoplankton. This is the simplest model containing the four essential ingredients of advection, growth, saturation and diffusion. Because of environmental variability, the growth rate γ(x, t) may depend on both location x and time t. The small-scale diffusivity κ and the saturation coefficient η are taken to be positive constants. Figure 1 shows a snapshot of a typical solution of (1) .
If γ in (1) is a positive constant then a small initial population grows to occupy the entire domain so that ultimately the concentration is uniform (i.e. lim t→∞ P = γ/η). The most interesting aspect of this special case is the interaction between front propagation and advection which occurs on the way to the uniform steady state [e.g. 4, 5] . On the other hand, in Figure 1 , u(x, t) continually stirs the population relative to the spatially variable growth rate and carrying capacity, resulting in a non-trivial statistically steady solution.
In oceanography a great deal of effort has gone into studying "plankton patchiness" [6] and the small-scale structures produced by lateral stirring [e.g . 7] . Here we avoid the issue of defining a patch or patchiness, and we also largely avoid considerations of the small-scale structure evident in Figure 1 . Instead we consider a more basic question: can we predict or constrain the total amount of plankton in solutions of (1)? To pursue this goal we develop upper and lower bounds on the plankton biomass which depend only on the gross properties of the growth rate and stirring. In addition to bounds on the biomass, we also develop bounds on the productivity, which may be related to the variance of the concentration.
These bounds are obtained using mathematical techniques with parallel applications to the Navier-Stokes equation and the passive scalar problem [e.g. 8, 9, 10] .
In Section II we describe the model growth rate and velocity used to illustrate our general results and we make a comparison between an inert scalar and the reactive tracer P in (1). The survival-extinction transition is discussed in Section III. In Sections IV and V we develop inequalities which constrain the biomass and productivity. Section VI contains the conclusions and discussion. Some mathematical details are contained in three appendices.
II. AN ILLUSTRATIVE GROWTH RATE AND VELOCITY FIELD
Our main results will apply to a variety of space-and time-dependent growth rates and flows. However, for the sake of illustration, we will present examples using a model defined on a doubly periodic square domain, with x, y ∈ [−πℓ, πℓ), and the growth rate given by the "sinusoidal" model:
γ(y) = γ max [Γ + (1 − Γ) cos (y/ℓ)] , y ∈ [−πℓ, πℓ) .
Γ ∈ (−∞, 1] is non-dimensional and controls both the average and the spatial structure of the growth rate as shown in Figure 2 . Stirring is provided by a popular model of a random two-dimensional velocity field [e.g 11, 12, 13, 14, 15] . The velocity alternates between v = 0 and u = 0:
(cos(k m y + φ x ) , 0) , for nτ ≤ t < (n + 1/2)τ ; √ 2U (0 , cos(k m x + φ y )) , for (n + 1/2)τ ≤ t < (n + 1)τ .
Above, k m = m/ℓ where m is an integer controlling the scale separation between the domain scale ℓ and the velocity field. The phases φ x and φ y are randomly chosen each period with uniform density on (0, 2π).
The average squared velocity components of the stirring model (3) are
and the flow is homogeneous and isotropic in the sense that
The angled braces in (4) indicate a space-time average and are explicitly defined in (19) .
Since the flow is isotropic, the single-particle eddy diffusivity may be found by using the
where ∆x and ∆y are the x-and y-displacements of a particle during the time interval t = 0 to τ . Thus the eddy diffusivity of (3) is
In addition to the eddy diffusion of individual particles, we also consider the stretching and compression of an infinitesimal material line element ξ. The length of the element, |ξ| = √ ξ·ξ, grows exponentially at a rate estimated by
where λ is the Lyapunov exponent of the flow in (3) and E denotes the expectation obtained
by averaging over an ensemble of material elements. Dimensional considerations show that for (3) the Lyapunov exponent λ has the form
The non-dimensional parameter τ u is the ratio of the de-correlation time τ to the shear (Uk m ) −1 . An estimate of the the non-dimensional function Λ(τ u ), obtained by the MonteCarlo method summarized in appendix A, is shown as the solid curve in Figure 3 (a). The dashed curve in Figure 3 (a) is the approximation:
This particular functional form is suggested by analytic solution of closely related problems [16] .
In addition to m, Γ and τ u , the model is controlled by two more parameters: the Péclet and 
The non-dimensional renovation cycle length is denoted τ * and may be calculated from the other non-dimensional parameters:
Finally, the saturation constant η may be completely removed from all equations by scaling P with γ max /η.
Using the split-step lattice method of Pierrehumbert [14] , one can efficiently solve both
(1) and the forced inert passive scalar (inert scalar from now on) equation C in (12) and of the biological tracer P obtained from (1) . The spectra are "compensated" by multiplying the variance spectrum by the wave number so that a k −1 Batchelor spectrum appears flat. The plankton are growing according to the sinusoidal growth rate in (2) with Γ = 0. The P -spectra are line spectra at y/ℓ = 0, where γ = γ max , and at y/ℓ = π/2, where γ = 0. C is well described by the Batchelor spectrum, while P has a steeper spectral slope. Panels (c) and (d) show snapshots of the P and C respectively; note in panel (c) the contour interval is logarithmic (i.e., panel (c) shows Z ≡ ln(P )). Both simulations use the parameters κ * = 10 −7 , U * = 1, τ * = 2.2214
and m = 1.
with the velocity field in (3). Snapshots of simulations with m = 1 in (3) and a resolution of 4096 × 4096 are shown in the bottom panels of Figure 3 . The inert scalar C in panel (d) has a classic k −1 -spectrum [17] as shown in panel (b). With the sinusoidal growth rate in (2), the statistics of the biological tracer P are spatially inhomogeneous and so in Figure 3 (b)
we show one-dimensional P -spectra obtained along the lines at which γ = γ max and γ = 0.
The P -spectra have slopes of −1.26 and −1.40 for the transects with γ = γ max and γ = 0, respectively. The inert scalar's spectral slope is −1.01. All slopes were calculated over the range of wave numbers k = 1 to 32.
Deviations of the P -spectra from the spectra of inert scalars in the ocean are generally interpreted to mean that biological processes such as growth and grazing are strongly affecting the plankton distribution. Continuous sampling methods have allowed comparisons of the spectra of chlorophyll in the ocean to the spectra of physical properties since 1972 [18] , but unfortunately there is still no consensus on how the spectra should vary [6] . However, a recent paper [19] presents strong evidence that stirring dominates the distribution of phytoplankton along isopycnals on intermediate scales (10 -100 km). An added complication in the ocean is that the "passive" tracer most often compared to chlorophyll is temperature, which is dynamically active.
III. THE SURVIVAL-EXTINCTION TRANSITION AND STRANGE EIGEN-

FUNCTIONS
Before developing bounds on the plankton biomass and productivity, we first consider a more fundamental question: do the plankton survive at all? Early work on this issue includes classic papers on the problem of "critical patch size" in models without advection [3, 20] . More recent work [11, 21, 22, 23] applies to models with advection. We follow Bayly's approach [11] by considering flows such as (3) with non-zero Lyapunov exponent and linearizing (1):
If the initial plankton concentration is very low everywhere then the quadratic nonlinearity is negligible and (13) governs the initial behavior of the system.
With the support of numerical simulations (see Figure 4) , we assume that following a transient stage the evolution of P takes the form
In (14) the spatial distribution of P is described byP (x, t), the statistically stationary "strange eigenmode." The amplitude of the solution either grows or decays according to the sign of the "survival exponent" s [11, 13] . If P is initially positive everywhere, then it will remain so and we can define
This is a crucial difference between P and the much-studied problem of the decay of concentration anomalies of an inert scalar to zero. Factoring P into an amplitude e st and a strange eigenmodeP (x, t) as in (14) is equivalent to writing
whereẐ ≡ lnP is statistically stationary. In terms of Z the problem (13) is
We begin our analysis of (17) by introducing a spatial average denoted by an overbar and defined byf
where the integral above is over the domain Ω with area A Ω . For statistically stationary fields, such asẐ(x, t), we also employ a space-time average defined by
Substituting (16) into (17) and spatially averaging yields
Time averaging (20) , we obtain a fundamental connection between the survival exponent s, the average growth rate γ and ∇Ẑ:
Thus if γ > 0 then s > 0 and the population survives (see also [11] ). However the converse is not true: because of the final term in (21), the survival exponent s can be positive even if γ < 0. In Section III A we go beyond [11] and explore survival when γ < 0.
A. An adverse environment -the role of diffusion
From a theoretical point of view, γ < 0 is the interesting case: the population might survive even though the average environment is adverse. This is illustrated in Figure 4 (a)
where the population survives with Γ = −1. The role of the diffusive term κ |∇Z| 2 in (21) is quite confusing in this case and the variation of s with κ depends on the details of the flow. In Figure 4 (a) decreasing κ increases s.
The limit of large diffusion and consequent extinction is straightforward: if κ is very large then the population rapidly diffuses over the entire domain and the negative average growth rate prevails so that s < 0. In fact, a simple perturbation expansion around κ −1 = 0 quickly shows that lim κ→∞ s = γ , and lim
As always, the other limit, κ → 0, is potentially singular and holds the possibility that s > 0 because the final term in (21) is non-zero. We investigate this possibility by consideration of some special cases and via a variational approach. B. The case γ < 0 and u = 0
As an elementary illustration of survival in an adverse environment with κ → 0, consider (13) with u = 0. In this case (13) has non-strange eigensolutions, determined by requirinĝ P t = 0 and substituting (14) into (13) . The resulting Sturm-Liouville eigenproblem is a form of Mathieu's equation, which we express in non-dimensional variables:
where s * = s/γ max . Because the differential operator on the left of (23) is self-adjoint, all of the eigenvalues s n are real. 
Now we examine the integral constraint (21) in light of this example. If κ * → 0 with Γ fixed and negative then the system enters the survival region in Figure 5 (b). Thus in this limit the term κ * |∇Ẑ| 2 is both non-zero and crucial in ensuring that s * > 0. Notice that since u * = 0, this singular κ * → 0 limit does not involve gradient amplification by exponential stretching.
Instead, we understand the κ * → 0 limit by finding an approximation toP and directly evaluating κ * |∇Ẑ| 2 . The first step is calculating the largest eigenvalue of (23) using the results in Appendix B with
As κ * → 0 the growth rate of the mode approaches the maximum of γ, namely s * → 1 [11] . Figure 6 (a) shows that (25) is a very good approximation to s * over a wide range of κ * and improves as κ * → 0. The Gaussian approximation of Appendix B, used to obtain (25) , is shown in Figure 6 (b) and is an excellent approximation toP in the region where the eigenmode is concentrated. However, to reconcile s * → 1 with the integral constraint (21) we need an approximation which is valid whereP y /P is large; ironically, this is the region where γ(y) − s < 0 andP is very small. We can use the method of Wentzel, Kramers and Brillouin (WKB hereafter) to obtain the required approximation by assuming that s * ≈ 1 and re-casting (23) in Schrödinger form [24] :
The WKB solution to (26) which is symmetric about y = π iŝ
Now we can evaluate the term κ * |∇Ẑ| 2 in (21) and find that it is independent of κ * :
where the tanh 2 can be replaced by 1 to evaluate the integral with errors of order κ 1/2 * . Equation (28) reconciles (25) with (21) in the singular limit κ * → 0. Figure 6 (c) shows that (27) provides good approximation toP y /P over the entire domain. C. The survival-extinction transition in the limit of rapid decorrelation
In the limit of a rapidly decorrelating velocity the results of the previous section can be adapted to make another quantitative prediction of the survival-extinction transition.
This rapid-decorrelation limit is achieved by taking τ * → 0 and U * → ∞ so that the nondimensional version of the eddy diffusivity in (6), namely D * ≡ U 2 * τ * /8, is fixed. Provided that and that there is scale separation between the velocity field and the domain
it is plausible that the earlier eigensolution (24) , with κ * replaced by D * in (23), can be used to locate the extinction-survival transition in the (−Γ, D * ) parameter plane. Numerical simulations, summarized in Figure 7 , show that this eddy-diffusion closure works well.
D. Prohibition of extinction: a lower bound on s
Aside from the rapid-decorrelation limit we do not have a simple means of determining the location of the extinction transition in the parameter space. However, in this section we use a simple variational method to locate a region of the (κ, u 2 )-plane where extinction is impossible, even if the average growth rate is negative. The region we find is contained within the (possibly larger) actual survival region. In other words, we obtain a sufficient condition for survival which applies to any incompressible velocity field without restriction to rapid decorrelation or scale separation.
We begin by substituting (16) into (17) and then multiplying by h 2 (x), where h(x) is an arbitrary real function of x (but not t). After space-time averaging we have:
The first important consequence of insisting that h(x) is independent of t is that h 2Ẑ t = 0. Rearranging (31) yields a quadratic in h∇Z, and so we complete the square:
Dropping the square term containing ∇Ẑ from the right-hand side of (32) results in the
Survival (s > 0) is guaranteed if we can find any real function h(x) which makes the righthand side of (33) positive.
To avoid guessing at h(x) we apply variational calculus to (33) and find the functioñ h(x) which maximizes the right-hand side. Thus we apply the constraint
with a Lagrange multipliers and maximize the functional
The second important consequence of taking h(x) independent of t is that the time-average in h 2 |u| 2 applies only to |u| 2 , so that for statistically homogeneous and isotropic flows (SHIF), such as the model in (3),
Thus in this case
The corresponding Euler-Lagrange equation is:
whereh(x) is the function which optimizes (33) by maximizing the right hand side.
Conveniently, if we multiply (37) byh and average, we obtaiñ s = F h , and therefore s >s ,
i.e., the population survives if the maximum eigenvalues of (37) is positive. Note that (37) is the same eigenproblem solved in (23) to determine the survival-extinction transition with u = 0: the effect of u = 0 is the same as reducing the growth rate γ(y) by U 2 /4κ.
The region below the dashed curve in Figure 8 (a) is where (38) forbids extinction; this region is contained within the actual survival region for our growth and stirring model, which is the area below the solid curve. Note that the survival region associated with the solid curve in Figure 8 (a) abuts the U 2 * -axis, which is qualitatively different from the region below the dashed curve (see also Figure 8(b) ). The schematic solid curve in Figure 8 (a) is based on our experience with simulations such as those in Figure 4 indicating that if U * is below some threshold, roughly U * = 6 in Figure 4(b) , then the population survives in the limit κ * → 0 with U * fixed. This behavior is indicated in Figure 4 (a): decreasing κ * with fixed U * = 2 increases s towards Bayly's upper bound γ max .
The discrepancy between the actual survival region and the sufficient condition obtained from (33) depends on the details of the flow and growth rate. For example, using the growth rate (2) and flow (3), the actual survival region is much larger than that calculated from (33). This is shown in Figure 4 (a) where the plankton survive with Γ = −1, U 2 * = 4 and 0.01 ≤ κ * ≤ 1; these parameter values are far above the curve Γ = −1 in Figure 8(b) . Thus unfortunately (33) is not in general a tight lower bound on the survival exponent s.
IV. THE STATISTICAL STEADY STATE
We now suppose that the population survives and turn to the statistical steady state which ensues once the quadratic nonlinearity in (1) halts the exponential growth of the strange eigenmode. Two descriptors of this equilibrium are the biomass B and the productivity P defined by B ≡ P , and P ≡ γP ,
where is the space-time average defined in (19) . An important integral constraint is obtained by averaging (1):
Equation (40) has the obvious interpretation that in statistical equilibrium reproduction is balanced by mortality. Using (40) we see that the variance of P (x, t), that is P 2 − P 2 , is equal to η −1 P − B 2 . Thus B and P provide the mean and variance of P (x, t). This is a strong motivation for regarding B and P as the most fundamental statistical descriptors of the system and for attempting to understand their dependence on κ and the properties of u(x, t) and γ(x, t).
We obtain a second integral constraint by making the change of variables Z ≡ ln P in (1):
Averaging (41) gives the equilibrium analog of (21):
This shows that the B is always greater than η −1 γ . This lower bound is only useful if
To obtain a lower bound on the productivity we combine the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
, with the definition of P and the identity (40) to obtain γ × max {0, γ } ≤ ηP. We can also employ Cauchy-Schwarz to find an upper bound on the productivity:
Using (40) to replace P 2 by η −1 P, and squaring the resulting inequality, we obtain the upper bound ηP ≤ γ 2 . Thus, to summarize:
The simple bounds in (43) and (44) involve neither u(x, t) nor κ. In the next section we obtain a more elaborate bound which depends on u(x, t) and κ and which applies to the case γ < 0.
A. A second lower bound on the biomass
To obtain a lower bound on B ≡ P we follow the calculation in subsection III D.
Multiplying (41) by h 2 (x) and space-time averaging we obtain a steady state analog of (31):
Repeating the manipulations in (32) and (33), and again assuming that u(x, t) is statistically homogeneous and isotropic, we obtain
where F(h) is the functional defined in (36). Thus maximizing F(h) by solving the EulerLagrange equation (37) forh does double duty: we obtain both a lower bound on the survival exponent s and on the ratio η h 2 P / h 2 . Noting that and using the normalization h 2 = 1, this lower bound also provides a lower bound on the biomass B:
Unfortunately the inequality in (47) is crude, and so the lower bound (48) is not always tighter than the basic lower bound in (43). This is shown in Figure 9 where (48) is an improvement over (43) only for Γ 0.075.
B. An upper bound on the biomass
Having found lower bounds on the biomass in (43) and (48) we now seek a complementary upper bound. The first step is to obtain a constraint by multiplying (1) by an arbitrary positive function f (x) and averaging:
where
Notice that g(x, t) inherits time dependence from u(x, t) and γ(x, t).
We add β times (49) onto the definition of B B = P + β ηf P 2 − gP ,
and then complete the square:
In passing from the first to the second line we assume that β > 0 so that dropping the final term in (52) results in an upper bound on B. Minimizing the right-hand side of the inequality (53) yields the tightest bound. The optimal value of β is
which is non-negative and therefore consistent with (53) being an upper bound. Substituting
For the simple choice f (x) = 1, which implies g(x, t) = γ(x, t), (55) immediately delivers the upper bound
The upper bound above is sharp in the special case of constant γ where the stable attracting state is B = γ/η and P = γ 2 /η.
To improve on (56) requires a better comparison function than f (x) = 1. One can attempt to optimize the choice of f (x) by maximizing the the right hand side of (55) using variational calculus. Unfortunately the resulting Euler-Lagrange equation is very complicated and so we compromise by using a simple trial function, such as
The adjustable parameter p is determined by minimizing the right-hand side of (55). Since p = 0 corresponds to f = 1 this procedure can only improve on (56). This trial function procedure has been implemented numerically using the sinusoidal γ(y) in (2) to obtain the upper bound indicated by the solid line in Figure 9 . In Figure 9 this bound is very tight and is the bound closest to the simulation results. (59) only appears in (c) where it is not very tight but does forbid extinction for small U * .
C. Summary of the bounds
Our simplest bounds on the biomass are
We also derived two bounds involving κ * , U * and the details of γ:
whereh is the solution to (37) and g is defined in (50). The bounds in (59) can be tighter than the bounds in (58), but the bounds in (58) have the advantage that they only require knowing the mean and variance of γ, while the more complicated bounds require knowing γ everywhere.
The productivity is subject to simpler constraints:
We evaluate and illustrate the bounds (58) and (59) Finally, the overall the performance of the bounds in Figure 10 is worse than in Figure 9 because the simulations in Figure 10 use much larger values of U * . The main conclusion is that our bounds on B are tight if U * O(1) and ∆γ/γ O(1). In the next section we use (40) and (42) to obtain joint inequalities constraining B and P.
V. SIMULTANEOUS BOUNDS ON B AND P
The only information concerning P provided by the bounds in the previous section is (60).
In this section we supplement (58) and (60) by deriving bounds involving B and P together.
The first simultaneous bound is obtained by observing that γP ≤ γ max P , where γ max is the global maximum of γ(x, t). Therefore
We obtain a more elaborate simultaneous bound by adding two versions of zero to the definition of P:
Above α and β are constants.
If β > 0, then we obtain an upper bound on the productivity by dropping the squared term containing P from the right-hand side (62). Optimizing this upper bound by minimizing over both α and β (Appendix C) gives
Returning to (62) and taking β < 0 we obtain a complementary lower bound by again dropping the squared term containing P . Maximizing over α and β gives an expression analogous to (63), except that the inequality and the sign of the square root are reversed.
Thus we have proved that
where the functions P − (B) and P + (B) are
The inequality above constrains the system to fall within the intersection of the first quadrant of the (B, P)-plane and the ellipse defined by the arcs P + (B) and P − (B) -see Figure 11 (a). Introducing the quantities
and noting from (56) that B ≤ B + , we rewrite (65) as
Taking P − (B), the right hand side of (67) has a double root at B = 0. Thus the B-axis is tangent to the arc P = P − (B) at the origin of the [B, P]-plane (e.g, see Figure 11 ).
In (58) and (60) we obtained the lower bounds max {0, γ } ≤ ηB and γ × max {0, γ } ≤ ηP .
Employing (68), and the upper bound P ≤ γ max B, in concert with (64) [26] we restrict the system to the shaded region in Figures 11(b) and (c) . Specifically, the system must fall within the intersection of:
1. the first quadrant of the (B, P)-plane;
2. the interior of the bounding ellipse;
3. the wedge 0 < P ≤ γ max B;
4. the lower bounds in (68), which define a quadrant with southwest apex A in Figure   11 (b).
These joint constraints -which use only γ , γ 2 , γ max and η -provide basic information about the possible range of the biomass and productivity. Figure 12 illustrates the joint bound. In panel (a) the parameter U * is varied by a factor of 500 while τ u ≡ Uk m τ in (8) is fixed. Increasing U * decreases both the biomass and the productivity so that for large U * the system is very near the lower arc of the bounding ellipse P − in (65). Panel (b) shows the effect of varying κ * . Γ < 0 in this case and so large κ * drives the system to the origin (extinction). Small κ * also causes the system to head towards extinction when U * = 2. For U * = 0 the system heads to the local solution P (y) = γ(y)/η as 
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
Previous work on the FKPP equation and its relatives focused on the survival-extinction transition [11, 20, 22, 23] , filamentation [5, 7] , and front propagation [1, 2, 4] . Here we consider the survival-extinction transition and find the existence of a survival region in diffusivity-velocity parameter space even if the average growth rate is negative. After considering the survival-extinction transition we move on to estimating the average and variance In addition to constraining the biomass, we also derived bounds on the productivity. Our definition of productivity, P ≡ γP , is unusual as it includes regions where the growth rate γ is negative. Regardless, it is still useful to bound this quantity because from (40), γP equals the mean-squared plankton concentration and may be combined with the biomass to find the variance of the plankton concentration.
Finally, we derived simultaneous bounds on the biomass and productivity which constrain the system to lie inside a certain portion of the biomass-productivity plane. The system is close to the boundary of this region for moderate to large diffusivity and velocity.
These bounds may be useful as an alternative to parameterizing sub-grid scale processes in ecological model and for predicting the results of chemical reactions.
In concluding, we note that the filamentation transition discussed by Neufeld, López and Haynes [7] appears in our model if we take Γ > 0 and make the simplification κ = 0. Examining this transition allows us to assess the effect of small-scale structure on the productivity (the biomas is constrained to equal Γ by (42)).The filamentation transition occurs when the flow Lyapunov exponent, λ in (7), exceeds the rate of damping back to local equilibrium and P develops narrow filaments which are not smooth in the direction orthogonal to the filaments. If the damping back to local equilibrium is strong enough then no filaments form and the field remains smooth even if κ = 0. Figure 13 
In our model α ≈ 1 for λ < 0.25 and then smoothly decreases to about 0.4 for λ ≈ 1.6. In between λ = 0.25 and λ ≈ 1.6 the system transitions from smooth to filamented with the inflection point of α(λ) occurring at λ = Γ, as shown by the dashed line in Figure 13 (b). α > 1 is an eigenvalue of J n . The Lyapunov exponent λ defined in (7) is given by λ = ln(ℓ n /ℓ 0 ) /(nτ ), where indicates an average over the random angles inê and Q and over the the random eigenvalue α. We cannot calculate this average analytically because the average over α is complicated. However the average over the angles is a standard integral:
ln(ℓ n /ℓ 0 ) χ = 1 2 ln α cos 2 χ + α −1 sin 2 χ χ , 
This procedure using 4 × 10 4 realizations of J n with n = 20 gives the solid curve in Figure   3 (a).
APPENDIX B: APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS OF A MATHIEU EIGENPROB-
LEM
In section 3 we solve a variety of eigenproblems related to Mathieu's equation, written here on the domain −π < y < π as KQ yy + (cos y − E)Q = 0 .
This is not the standard form of Mathieu's equation, but it is convenient for the problems we face in section 3. Requiring that the solution of (B1) be periodic determines an eigenrelation K(E) between the parameters K and E. In this appendix we focus on the first mode (that is the ground state) and obtain the main features of the function K(E) via perturbation theory pivoted round the complementary limits K → 0 and K → ∞. This result is used to deduce the simple analytic approximations indicated by the dashed curves in Figure 5 (b).
If K ≫ 1 we define ǫ ≡ K −1 ≪ 1 and regard E(ǫ) as an eigenvalue. We then solve (B1) via a regular perturbation expansion in ǫ. The result is Q = 1 + ǫ cos y + ǫ
or
If K ≪ 1 then E is close to 1 and it is convenient to define a parameter δ ≪ 1 by E = 1 − δ 2 . Thus in (B1) the growth rate cos y − E is positive only in a small region of size δ centered on y = 0, and within this oasis the equation is
The solution of this quantum oscillator problem is standard: Q ≈ exp(−y 2 /4δ 2 ) and K ≈ 2δ 2 , or
The two approximations in (B3) and (B5) can be combined into a single expression
The above is asymptotically exact as E → 0 and as E → 1, and interpolates the function K(E) over the range 0 < E < 1 with maximum error of about 4.5% at E ≈ .67.
The first application of (B6) is to the eigenproblem obtained by setting s * = 0 in (23).
Making the identifications K = κ * /(1 − Γ) and E = −Γ/(Γ − 1) we obtain (B1). Then rewriting (B6) in terms of κ * and |Γ| = −Γ we obtain the simple approximation (24). 
APPENDIX C: OPTIMIZATION
We continue from (62) filling in some algebraic details. Dropping the square containing P from the right-hand side yields:
Minimizing the right hand side of (C1) over β we find the optimal value of β:
Plugging β * into (C1) yields
(Note that β * is positive and so our earlier assumption that β > 0 is valid and we have found an upper bound.) Next we minimize the right-hand side of (C3) over α. After some work, we find that the optimal α * satisfies
The inequality (58) ensures that 0 ≤ A ≤ 1.
Solving (C4), and taking the branch consistent with A ≥ 0, we find that
Substituting (C6) into (C3) we obtain
Repeating the above procedure with β < 0 gives the other half of the bounding ellipse.
